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t first glance, the definition of multimedia seems quite simple. After all, it is

built right into the word, isht it? Multi = many. Media = the primary means

for mass communication. And there you have it. The most obvious and common

definition is the coUective use of many media types-such as text, audio, graphics,

animation, video, and photographs-to convey information. Of course, if it were that

simple, this book would be unnecessary.

Defining multimedia is really much more complex than the dictionary would

have you believe. Missing from the definition above is a sense of the complexities

that arise in conceptualizing, producing, and packaging multimedia content. The

word "multimedia" has been used in so many fields in recent years that its specific

definition also depends on your professional perspective. For example, early defini¬

tions referred to any content for digital platforms, such as CD-ROMs, the web, or ap¬

plications that combine different media into an integrated package. However, when

placed in the context of individual fields—such as business, education, or medicine,

for example—the term has more specific connotations.

To complicate matters more, working journalists use the term multimedia story¬

telling" in a variety of ways. When it comes to job titles, the term "digital journalist"
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lesignation as well among those who think the term "multimedia" is a

When it comes to content, some types often get more attention than

ample, videos and photo slideshows are common supplements to text

newspaper websites. Lilcewise, broadcast sites commonly offer lots of

with less emphasis on still images. However, only a few news orga-

i as "the South Florida Sun-Sentinel, the New York Times, and msnbc.

offer interactive graphics and rich data visualizations. Some news

ites—such as startribime.com in Minneapolis—include a main link to a section

led "multimedia." Other sites—such as washingionpost.com—integrate multime-

: i content with each story package, Lilcewise, multimedia storytelling in theory and

' .practice is not a fixed concept. Feather, it is a moving target, evolving at a ;;pid pace.

, But regardless of how what we call you or how news sites present multimedia

content, media convergence, cross-ownership, and a general migration of journalis-

• tic content to the web have all led to increased focus on multimedia storyteiling and

new digital story forms in contemporary journalism. Thus, "multimedia" refers to

job tides, presentation outcomes, and journalistic practices. So this book approaches

muiuraedia as a way to recognize the man}' tools journalists now have for telling

stories ana as a form of packaging news and information.

News content is more accessible today than ever before. As a result, Americans are

engaging with news and information more and more. According to a 2010 Pew Re¬

search Center report,1 "digital platforms are playing a larger role in news consump¬

tion, and they seem to be more than making up for modest declines in the audience

for traditional platforms." Among the key findings of the Pew study: 34 percent of

Americans reported they had visited an online news source in the past 24 hours, 34

percent listened to radio news, and 31 percent reported they read a daily newspaper.

And 44 percent say they got news through one or more Internet or mobile source

yesterday.

These findings are significant for two reasons. First, they illustrate that although

people are getting their news from a wider variety of sources, news consumption is

a popular activity. And, perhaps even more significant, the average time Americans

spend with the news is back to levels not seen since the mid-1990s, when audiences

for traditional news sources were larger.
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As digital platforms have become more popular, focus on multimedia storytelling

has increased, as well. In fact, many journalism educators, researchers, and profes¬

sionals have suggested the need to reexamine the way we produce online stories

to better address users' digital reading habits and expectations. At the same time,

contemporary media consumption focuses on visuals more than ever before. Media

historian Mitchell Stephens suggested in the late 1990s that we are experiencing a

"rise of the image, and fall of the word,"3 indicating that visual media-such as video,

photographs, and information graphics—have become attractive story forms to con¬

temporary audiences. And because the web allows us to euectively bring all of those

formats together in one place, multimedia storytelling is often best acmeved uu tns

web.

Furthermore, although audiences watch more television than ever, contemporary

viewing habits have changed. In the United States, nearly 99 percent of video is still

consumed via television. However viewers are also using digital video recorders,

streaming video online, or watching digital video on mobile devices and MP3 play¬

ers. And according to a 2010 Nielsen report, mobile video users grew by 57 percent

lq 2009 to 17,6 million from 11,2 million people.3

Today's media audiences ire also much more likely to engage u ruikUasKing

-//here media consumption is concerned. In 2002, a study of more thai. ',800 Ameri¬

cans found that more than half engaged with several forms ot media ai a time.1 And

in 2006, Middletown Media 11 studies, which produced more than C ,000 hours of

The following demographics of online nms audiences are derived
[mm an 2009 Pew Research Center online news servey of 2,259 online >.csr

less than H..5.
I
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FIGURE 1-2

Source: Pew Research Center Project for Excellence in Journalism and Internet & American Life Project

Online News Survey. (Margin of error is +/-2 percentage points.)
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media use, reported cross-platform multitasking among a significant number of sub¬

jects.5 In other words, most people are perfectly comfortable watching television or

reading magazines and newspapers while also surfing the Internet.

It is also worth rioting that generational trends may be an indicator of whether

multimedia content will continue to grow in popularity. If so, studies on the Mil¬

lennial Generation—those born between 1980 and 2000—are particularly signifi¬

cant. In their book, Millenniak Rising, Neil Howe and William Strauss characterize

Millenmals as tedi-sawy, multitasking digital natives who are heavily engrossed in

multimedia consumption and development.6 Researcher Richard Sweeney writes,

"Miliesmais nave spent thousands of hours playing electronic, computer, and video

games. 'They love the constant interactivity full motion multimedia, colorful graph¬

ics, the ability to learn and progress to higher levels, and the ability to collaborate

with friends in their learning and competitions."7 This has prompted some journal¬

ists to even consider applying game strategies to journalistic stories in an effort to

There's no doubt that traditional news organizations are struggling to prove their

relevance in ex; increasingly digital media landscape. And the web has turned tradi¬

tional media business models upside down by providing a free and open exchange

of news, information, and ideas. Thus, the concepts of media convergence, cross-

platform ownership, backpack journalists, and multimedia content production have

all surfaced as ways for future journalists to stake a claim.

Th'? F o!vir so Media Landscape'
The Internet has certainly precipitated dramatic changes in the ways we work, live,

and engage with others. It has also become a catalyst for equally dramatic changes

in the delivery of news and information. The Internet has accelerated the circula¬

tion of ideas, facilitated vast social networks, and altered the economics of media by

enabling the distribution of free content. In turn, the web has also provided anyone

with access to a computer with the potential to become media providers, Thus, this

emerging media landscape is complex, indeed.

Until the early twenty-first century, newspapers enjoyed large profit margins and

significant circulation figures in most markets. But by 2000, the number of house¬

holds that were online had exceeded those subscribing to a newspaper, driving some

media analysts to predict that the Internet '"oue dr"niat'ca!!y change the way daily
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Newspaper circulation in the United States
reached its peak in 1984, with 633 million copes
sold daily. Sunday newspapers peaked in 1990
62.6 million copies, according to the Newspaper
Association of America.
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prLnt journalism is practiced. In a relatively short period of time, newspaper, saw

rapid declines in readership and advertising revenue, as well as an increase m .

cos. of doing business. As a result, newsrooms across tire country are struggang

stay afloat, and several have already stopped the presses. In 2009 alone the oc <,
mL™, News, Ann Arfw News, and *** PostJ„te,%e„cer

issues. And between 200S and 2010, at least 166 newspapers ,n the United
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down or stopped publishing a print edition. The current state of the news

ry is precarious, to say the least.

¦' 's difficult to measure how many journalists at print and broadcast news or-

«= it ions have online content responsibihties. However, it appears there is a shift

in the balance of staffs in favor of merged digital newsrooms. A majority of newiy

vi print journalists report that their job duties involve the web. Likewise, many

„ networks have staffs specifically dedicated to their online products. CNN and

3C both report as many as 200 employees working on online products,8 And in

j 10, USA Today, the nations second largest newspaper, announced a dramatic

vg change intended to deemphasize the print edition ana rsxnp up eirons to

more readers on mobile devices.

cial media also plays an increasingly significant role in the way news ana m-

,.tion is distributed and consumed. According to Brad King, a journalism pro-

• and social media researcher, emerging technologies have not changed the

mental role of the reporter. But they have, in some ways, altered trie ways

¦ journalists approach stories. For example, "journalists are using sites such

Frier ; Feed, which can be used to create private, real-time chat networks, to gather

topi s experts that can help them hone story ineas and parse through date mat may

be to- complicated for a general interest reporter to grasp," King says. "The idea that

jour a dists can create these expert networks' can, if done properly, ensure that news
organisations tell more accurate and timely stories." King also notes that the general

public is also using these tools. "Citizen journalists, have taken to publishing on

the web as well, many times using traditional reporting as a jumping off point for

conversations. Reporters are increasingly finding it necessary to engage with those

publics, to discuss their stories and in many cases, defend their points of view. This

entire engagement, from private network to public conversation, creates a real-time

feedback loop for journahsts, one that couldn't exist before the Internet and emerg¬

ing world of social media."9

News organizations are also augmenting online content in an attempt to create

"buzz" around stories. Some have experimented with tipping audiences off about

upcoming stories through social media sites. For example, in 2008, the Chicago

Tribune created online character Colonel Tribune and referred to him as the papers

"web ambassador." His job is to help readers "stay informed and in touch with the

latest news." Readers can become fans of the Chicago Tribune or the Colonel on

Facebook, as well as follow him on Twitter. Those who do, receive regular updates
- - - ¦  ,= '—m Vr'bvie

throughout the day with links lo Dreakrug scones uu
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Social Media Strategist Daniel Honigmari spearheaded the Colonel Tribune efforts

and says the Colonel gives the Tribune audience a voice, "Essentially, we wanted

to find our audience regardless of the medium. Tne Colonel acts as a touch point

for the Tribune and serves as our voice on the web. Thus we needed a front man,

which turned into Colonel Tribune, who is kind of a goofy man about town but is

an actual person. He would even answer questions that you might have."10 These and

other social media strategies are quickly becoming useful, robust tools for directing

audiences to multimedia content. Thus, social media can become yet anoiher tool

multimedia journalists can use to do their jobs.

And perhaps the fastest-growing innovation in news delivery is reflected in tne

rapid emergence of wireless news apps intended for smartphone and laolet devices.

In recent years, large and small media outlets alike have scrambled onto the app

scene, and by the middle of 2011, there were thousands of news apps in Apples app

store. A 2010 study of 1,600 iPad users showed that print newspaper subscribers

wno were also heavy iPad users reported they were "very likely" to cancel chair print

subscriptions.11 Such trends will surely continue to affect the way news is delivered

s :i the business models that surround mass distribution.

, : y ; . ; ¦¦ ¦ ¦ - i j; i

"¦ ; concept of the backpack journalist was born in the early days of media conver-

e .ace. Defined as a single professional that could ultimately save mone/ ey aeadng

oomplete multimedia packages alone, the backpack concept gained a lu. of atiention

first. However, it quicidy fell out of favor because of two fatal flaws, irarst, many

-..¦•jued that it is unrealistic that a single journalist could excel at so many different

storytelling forms. Second, developing a complete multimedia package [hat includes

several different story forms is too time-consuming for a single person working on

a tight on deadline.

However, the backpack concept has not been completely abandon'ed; it has been

modified. In the past, students majoring in journalism followed pretty clear paths

from school to their careers. Writers, photographers, copy editors, and designers went

to newspapers and magazines; and on-air reporters, videographers, and producers

joined TV news stations. However, with the emergence of newspaper or broadcast

websites and independent news and information sites, those lines have begun to blur.

And although most journalists still specialize in a particular craft that is, writing,

photography, design, videography, on-air reporting, and so on—individuals are ex-
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oected to know more about the other fields than ever before. Now, journalists are

taught to speak a common language and understand the complexities of each story

form. Many universities are training students to create multimedia content on basic

levels, excel at one or two types of storytelling on advanced levels, and collaborate to

design, develop, and package multimedia stories. Thus, future communications pro¬

fessionals must understand the power of all of the different tools in their storytelling

toolboxes. Likewise, they need to know how and when to use them, what affect they

have on the entire story package, and how the reader/viewer/user experience will be

affected by multimedia stories. A 5 to Jeremy Gilbert, an assistant professor

of multimedia at Northwesterns 1 hool of journalism, ''Journalists need to be

adaptable. You cannot rely on skill witb a single tool or technology. Learn to identify

great stories and tell them in tie manner most appropriate for the content and the

audience. Tools like software, computers and cameras are constantly changing. But

having good editorial judgment and being able to explain their judgment is key. Hie

core skills of journalism reporting, ar.nyzmg, and communicating stories will be

valuable regardless of any otner changes in the media landscape or consumption

habits."12

itns is m large part because or tae • tightened levels cf coilaboration present in

most multimedia settings. Rather thai: rocus on the type of organization you will

work for in the future, it may make more sense to focus on how multimedia content

is produced, how stories are developed using different story forms, and how a story

changes as it crosses platforms. In this sense, the student journalist prepares for a

career path that may make stops at several different media outlets.

The Multimedia Jouri .alist
Defining a good journalist has always been complex, and as storytelling has evolved,

the definition has, too. On the whole, journalists have always been held to a number

of key standards and ethics, including truthfulness, accuracy, objectivity, and fair¬

ness. We have always been expected to understand and protect the First Amend¬

ment. We have been called public watchdogs and gatekeepers. And as we drill down

into the traditional fields of journalism—that is, editor, writer, reporter, photogra¬

pher, videographer, graphics reporter, designer, producer, and so on—we find that

each comes with its own set of skills, standards, and practices. However, regardless

of changes in technology or the emergence of new story forms, all journalists must

understand how to rrh,
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asking questions, meeting people, and thinking critically are all as import-

ever. , ic aTir! as new software sur-

a. ««. d™dop f* e,,hance;° «* ^ ^
faces that makes multimedia pro uction easie , ^ ^ newsrooms in the early

For example, when pagination systems were m o^ _ ^ ocess instead of the

1980s, page design and better navigation for

—ic^r
and others began to place gr.aW imp create photo/audio

^ -Anpn content they cannot an oi. the1 l ¦M-'-r-i miP'-P'; ^Tld. x/lOcO CUIitCiit 1—VJ
photos, wiittcn pie—s, ^,nrrPq we are forced to exam-

Simiiarly, as news audiences mgrj* brC)adcast expert-

1M ,„?s the web ^ne^ ^ ^ ^ ^
ences. In me esu-/ ^ - - _ __ "-hovebvare" approach to their omme

news organizations have been criticize. ioi ^ - p^tial was

products. According a 2007 Pew ^ ^ ^ But most news-
nF th" she most exploited capaDiUt-«.» o.    

¦ P "c^n lara4y dominated by the content that uLs iivWopap-^
paper sites wer- .Jl o- Y ^ dominated by tert and video.
and still images"13 and most broadcao, ^ ^ ^ ^

The claim has been that "sbovelware'-the practice oi —; " "

_ A, w^bsrte without making any changes-does uvt —
newspaper on tne vV^usnc v/.u - _ -„„>,«*><! sbon^ offer

job?" Well, if we take a look at a few r,Ce J P « desirable journal-

tions are taldng heed and e^g ^ broadcast station was seeking:
ist According to one recent job postmg,
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weight photography and editing gear. A working familiarity with Avid Newscatter

and programs such as Final Cut Pro, Photoshop and Flash is a plus.

iimd the same time, a Florida newspaper was seeking an interactive graphic artist,

" iig multimedia skills as:

.,. the most important skills we're looking for... with an understanding of different

platforms—including, but not limited to, web, mobile/iPhone and desktop apps.., in¬

terest in... information architecture, user experience, interactive design, wireframmg

[and] user experience.

They cited a few ether key qualificatiGns:

• Can create, query, map and analyze data;

• Conceptualisec and executes static and interactive graphic features;

• Takes a lead roie in finding new ways to represent and communicate data;

. Stays up-to-dare with trends in visual communication, especially web design

standards ana data visualization and analysis;

« Looks ahead not to where technology and storytelling and information

distribution a:.; right now, but where they could be in eight months, two years,

or even ten.

And a similar ad for an interactive and graphics editor for die Associated Press called

for "Expertise with Flash, and at least one of these other areas: Geographical Infor¬

mation Systems, databases; data analysis, and statistics, 3-D rendering,"

Their requirements included:

• Knowledge of Final Cut Pro and Soundslides;

• Excellent understanding of web standards, typography, and layout;

• Excellent understanding of information design and standards for different

screens and formats, such as print, online, and mobile;

• Should be at ease with basic mathematics, and use of Microsoft Office Excel,

Microsoft Access, or similar software;

• Good knowledge of Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Acrobat, and Microsoft Office

Suite;

• Highly motivated team player with strong analytical, detailing, and interper¬

sonal skills;

» Must be able to work independently and in a team;

• Ability to conduct research on a variety of subjects, including science, politics,

finance, international affairs, and domestic affairs;
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» Must be able to communicate well verbally and in writing,

. Ability to quickly and accurately grasp complex technical concepts,

. Ability to work in a high-pressure deadline environment;

. Ability to serve as a leader and trainer for other journalists learning about

multimedia storytelling.

Intimidated yet? If we take these three descriptions as good examples of how dn~

ferent types of news organizations define the job of a contemporary journalist, we

can begin to see another dramatic evolution taking place in the industry, Tne stakes

have been raised as emerging journalists are being challenged to build on the foun¬

dations of the craft by adding new media skills to their repertoires. But before you

drot) the book and go screaming from the room, let's try to synthesize what tne pre¬

ceding job descriptions say about how you can thrive in the ever-changing media

landscape.
Granted, these descriptions indicate that today's multimedia journalist may need

to know more about all forms of storytelling than yesterday's more siloed broad¬

cast or print journalists. But most still acknowledge mat vv .i/one __nt o. Q-

everythmg. So there are a few key skills and concepts relevant to all multimedia

journalists.

Even if you are not a writer ia the traditional sense,

ynn win inevitably have to write something for most of you: projects. For example,

photographers may have to write scripts for audio that will accompany photos in a
slideshow. Or graphics reporters may have to write text that accompanies diagrams

or narrative animations. So practice your writing regularly, and practice^different

formats. In addition to standard inverted pyramid news stories or scripts lor a ieie-

prompter, practice writing voiceovers, descriptive captions for photo galleries, or
explanatory text for information graphics, to name a few.

w „ , , • It is not likely that

yon will work for an organization that publishes or airs in a single format. And, even if

you are employed by a newspaper, website, or broadcast station, chances are you will
be expected to experiment with new tools and new story forms. So in the very least,

you need to consider the user experience for different platforms and understand how
that affects storytelling. You should understand the technical considerations, such as

standard video compression for a mobile device. And you should consider usability

issues, such as how to shoot and edit video packages for TV screens, smaller com¬

puter screens, and even smaller mobile devices.
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¦¦¦ - Software and other tools will continue to evolve, upgrade, change, and

uiipi uve. It is up to you to stay on top of the latest programs. But remember that

software, cameras, and other storytelling devices are merely tools ior reaching your

journalistic goals. So each time you dive into a story, assess which tools are most

appropriate. The story's focus, your deadlines, resources, available skill sets, and the

functional goals of your presentation will all factor into your decision.

.• At a moroent's notice, a writer

mav be on camera; a graphics reporter may be taking photographs; a photog¬

rapher may be voicing an audio script. Ideally, you will collaborate and work with

othprs whose expertise coinpiirnents yovrs. But realistically, that may not always be

possible. So a good multimedia journalist can tell the story in the most effective form

and produce the nackage alone and on d'-.adline if necessary.

The ability to spot trends

in data and direct information to appropriate people for action mil ensure that you

cuickly rise to the top. Every muitimed;: _ 'jurnaiist could benefit rrorn good statistics

course. Likewise, understand that socia_ media tools such as Facebook and Twitter

provide journalists with new opportunirics ior airecting website iraffic, mining data,

and taking the pulse of audiences.

: ¦¦ 1 ¦ Digital assets must be

easy to access, quick to download, effectively categorized, and easily searchable.

Thus, there is a rich protocol for managing digital assets that multimedia journal¬

ists must understand and implement. Digital asset management will be discussed

in greater detail later in this book.

And last, but not least, and probably most important:

i , , f.,jrrrit f. rf?. mcjt? eppropthte. Good, compelling writing is still rel¬

evant because people still read. They are just doing more reading online than in

print. Video is still capable of telling visual stories with intensity and realism. But

because users are encountering video on more than one type of platform-

television, online, and mobile devices to name a few broadcast reporters and vid-

eographers must consider platform when conceptualizing stories. Likewise, photo

galleries, slideshows with or without audio, and the potential for interactivity and

animation have signincanuy added to die tools m the visual journalists lOOiOO.*..
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medr, mpovato'rs. In short, the more you know abont story forms ou.srd, you, are,

of expertise, the more successful you will be.

I
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A Context for Multimedia
Of course the traditional foundations of journal, sm-.rttthfulness, accuracy o'ojeo-

^ and fairness-are as .mportant as ever. LiK.wtse, the most traditronsd journah
istic forms—writing, edittng, design, graphics reporting, photography, vrdeo and

audio-are important and pomrful as ever Thus, the remainder th.s umt exp.or.s

she conceptud aspects of muldmed.a storyleffing, mdudtog navtga.ton tnteract.v-
n fitnctionality, and usabilrty Emphasis is placed on the rmportauce o co a ora

„ in multimedia storytellmg. And »e ™11 estplore the nmportanc. of oemg aole
r PYt-fl at one or two types, and

create many different story forms on a oasic L / J, —i o- ^ ^

iderstand 'the compfeaties and processes associated with ail story io,ms. , ina^y
this unit explains how to spot multimedia potential in a siui y mu,-ini^ u. p.

r-chniques, and information layering,' " * .c .  , „fr=ri,na 1p,3Qir ti-os 00 how to develop

Unit Two focuses on specmc stu,/ ° " r

stroo-cf stories in various formats. Chapters i dorougn iU addt .00 0- _

platforms, pho.ojournahsm, aud.o story.emng, -odeo stones and pro.ucuon,

and information grapfcrcs reportmg, Eacf. chapter touches on t.cnmoal cons,d=,-

ations for each story form and directly tefess readers to correspond,ng «,0 mo.u =s
that offer examples, exercises, and „ps related to each topic, LScewrse. each chapter

f„,„ses on dos anddohts andbestpractic.s for report,ng, product,on, an^preseni,-

tion Finally, each skil, chapter mcludes a "Professional Perspective essay v.rm.n

bv a seasoned multimedia journalts.. Tnes, essays offer support for each cnaocer oy

putw, the topics in a real-world context. Tn.y are ,mended to alummat, whas ,s

discussed m the book through practical analys.s of processes, expert opm.ons, a,,-
case studies, as well as expert,' views on where multimedia storytelling ,s headmg m

the future.
Finally, Unit Three ties it all together by exploring the actual design and presen¬

tation of multimedia packages, content management for multimedxa stones an

the future of news. Chapters specifically address design considerations for packag¬
ing and presenting multimedia content across various platforms and how tren s m

user haMts affect how multimedia content should be arranged and organized across
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platforms. We explore how story packages must degrade gracefully into individual,
freestanding pieces and how the nonlinear narrative is both the whole and the sum

of its parts, /aid the final chapter offers a discussion on the future of news m general

terms and focuses on the need for journalists to be more entrepreneurial, mnaxranve,

and technically savvy.
In all, this text intends introduce you to a wide range of multimedia topics. Again,

you will most likely specialize in one or two of these areas. Thus, none of the chapters
offered here will provide an exhaustive look at your individual interests. However, as

you embark on the path to becoming a multimedia journalist, tins text will hopefully
help expand your knowledge of many multimedia skills and concepts; explore how

they can be combined in rich, dynamic ways; and go beyond the individual tools to

provide you with a weil-roundea skill set.

Later in this book, we will take a look at content management systems that

allow multimedia journalists to easily manage website an:, digital content.

Throaghout this book, however, you'll be challenged by a number of exercises

at -he end of each chapter. Many of them require you to ..'¦.¦<eiop 5'Our

multimedia content. One way to manage that content is to envelop your own

multimedia website powered by an easy-to-use content management system,

such as WordPress. So before you dive into any of these exercises, set up jour

own WordPress site. Then, when you complete an exercise, you can post it dierc.

To do this, visit http://www.wordpress.com and click on the "get started here

button on the homepage. Follow the subsequent steps (it will only take a few

minutes), and you'll soon be able to manage and share your work with others.

A number of pioneers are paving the way for multimedia journalism. And in

this business, finding mentors and learning from others is essential to your

development. First, spend some time browsing the web for great multimedia

story packages. Then, choose one that you believe is a solid example of great

storytelling. Find out who created the package. It might be one person or it may

be a team of journalists. Once you know, try making contact with them for a

brief interview. In particular, ask them to share with you how the multimedia

story came together, what the collaborative process entailed, and what the major

challenges of the piece were. Finally, write a three- to five-page case study that
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mcludes a detailed description of the story package, as well as msigats irom

the creator(s). Ihis should be an analysis of the piece itself-that is, strengtis

and weaknesses—and insights regarding how it came to be. Consider how you

should articulate the ways you and other aspiring multimedia journalists can

learn from this particular case study.
Post your case study to your WordPress site. If your interview generates

particularly insightful advice or information, consider submitting it or

publication on www.oup.com/us/palilonis. You can do so via e-mail at
themultimediajournalist@yahoo.com.

,. One of the best ways to improve your own creative skills is to first analyze the

work of others and then articulate why it was or wasn't effective. This process
ran aho be a great way to find inspiration and learn what NOT to do, find a

multimedia story package online and spend some time with it After you have

thoroughly explored the piece, answer the following questions:

What is the focus of the story?

What story forms were used to tell the story;

Wta, ™ the focus ot each story form. »nd how did each con,,,bo: „ rh,

o'/era;I goab of the piece?

Was the presentation effective? V/hy or /vny not. •

V/as the design and navigational structure easy to follow? Contuswr

Was the package engaging? Why or why not?

What were the strengths of the package?

What were the weaknesses of the package?

Did the piece leave you satisfied? Confused? Wanting more?

What is one significant concept you learned from this package?

Prepare a three- to five-page brief that addresses these questions. Post yo^brier to

your WordPress site.
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